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1.-INTRODUCTION

1.1. 3D visualization of forest
Concern about environmental problems has grown rapidly over the last decades and
related to that emergent interest a lot of research has been done and regulations
applied. Today public scrutiny is more intense and participation in decision-making has
increased especially in forested environments. This situation requires good and easily
understandable information, but usually there is not enough communication between
authorities,

managers and

the general

public.

Those three components have to

interchange information about the landscape development and its natural resources in
order to maintain or improve environmental conditions. Therefore there is a need for
newer techniques of exposing and explaining the future consequences of different
management decision alternatives as well as showing forecasts according to different
scenarios.
It is well established that graphics, specifically data visualizations, are usually the
simplest and most powerful way for communicating results (Tukey,

1977; Tufte 1983).

This concept has been expanded to include the use of visualizations for representing
natural landscapes. Until recently, forest visualization efforts have focused mainly upon
illustrating static concepts or the possible outcomes of management actions (Bishop and
Karadaglis,
and

1 997; McCaughey, 1 997; Buckley, 1998). The development of computer

visualization

technologies

is

making

more

popular

the

use

of

computer

visualization as a delivery tool for the results of environmental change studies and
management plans, especially concerning forested environments (Tang and Bishop,

2002). Furthermore, there are large needs for visualization in illustrating scenarios and
forecast of forest growth, with different management alternatives, and give an idea
about the consequences of sylvicultural actions (i.e. cuttings, thinnings, etc.). When
delivering spatial and environmental information to a non-scienti fic audience, or even to
managers, it is important to put it in a convincing way, in order that the more important
data and their meaning are quickly understood. Particularly when referred to the
presentation of spatial data concerning to management or land use change, realism
provides the great advantage of familiarity to aid interpretation (Bishop,

1 994). Owing to

this, the visualization is a powerful tool for communicating with the public on
participatory processes.
In this context, most commercial

3D

visualization software packages have so far not been

able to satisfy the forestry related needs. Since currently, these software packages have
limitations, mainly because most packages have been aimed at Virtual Reality (VR)
capability. Those problems are related to the circumstance that in VR applications, the
computer tries to handle each tree as an object in the RAM memory, running into
memory problems quickly, and also less developed integration with georeferenced GIS
datasets, etc. For the basic forestry need, Virtual Reality capability is however not
necessary and the rendering of an image taken from one view point might be suf ficient.
As an example of photorealistic visualization software, the new

Visual Nature Studio 2

promises to be useful in different scales, with other interesting characteristics like vector
guided rendering, etc.
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1.2. Goals and objectives

The main goal of this work is to demonstrate the potential of computer visualization as a
tool for communicating the results of forest cover change studies with commercially
available low cost software. Especially the utility of the new Visual Nature Studio 2
software for forest related uses combined with the Onyx tree software for tree obj ect
creation is evaluated. To achieve this goal, the following specific obj ectives were
outlined:
Develop visualization examples from different time points to illustrate
predicted forest cover change according to the foreseen sylvicultural actions in
Backsj on estate.
Generate a rendered animation with actual forest data.
Create a step by step methodology to visualize forest cover using vector
format data to drive the rendering.
Complement the existing tree image obj ect data base.
Evaluate the performance and limitations with the used softwares.
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2.-MATERIALS

2.1. Study area

The study area is Backsjon estate, located in Vasterbotten County, Sweden, 1 0 km north
from the county capital, Umea. The 82 % of the landscape is covered by productive
boreal forest in this 824 ha property, with three main species: Pinus sylvestris, Picea
abies and Betula spp. The most common specie is Pinus sylvestris occupying the 64% of
the stem volume, then Picea abies with the 28% and last Betula spp. with the 8 %.
In addition to this, there are impediments such as wetland and rock outcrop scattered all
over the estate, occupying 148 hectare of the total area.

6

2.2. Data
The data used as a basis for developing the visualization consisted primarily of a 50m
grid size Digital Elevation Model (Grid and ASCII array formats) and rivers and lakes
Shapefile's. Backsjon estate

2: 1

paper maps (from Forest Management Plan) at a scale

of 1:25.000 were acquired from the Skogsvardsstyrelsen (Regional Board of Forestry).
Other tabular data related with stand's forest parameters in Excel format are used.
Real world tree images and forest area photographies were taken by a digital camera,
on the study area and around Umeil.

2.3. Hardware
The computer used on this study was equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 processor, at
GHz, and

2.4.

26 1 6 1 6 KB of

1 .7

RAM memory.

Software

The software packages used on this project mainly have been

Onyx tree. Adobe

Visual Nature Studio 2 and

Photoshop was used to edit the real world trees images.

All the data has been processed, analyzed and integrated in a computer with a
Geographic Information System (ArcGIS by ESRI).

Visual Nature Studio 2
The main software used and tested in this study is 3D Nature's ( www.3dnature.com)

Visual Nature Studio 2

(VNS2). After earlier evaluations of other, Virtual Reality, based

software packages, and check of the important limitations they had for forest related
purposes, it was found interesting to evaluate the utility of this software for rendering
photorealistic pictures. This package has some interesting characteristics in order to use it
to visualize forested areas:

The

•

Integration with georeferenced GIS datasets

•

Flexibility of land cover type development

•

Use of raster or vector formats to drive rendered vegetation components

VNS2 basic

data inputs are Terrain data, Vector data and Image Objects.

The terrain data is presented as Digital Elevation Model (DEM), which can be
imported or created using the Terrain Generator or Terrain Gridder functions of the
software. The allowed importing formats (Arc Grid, ASCII array, images, etc.) are
converted into the high-resolution WCS DEM format by

VNS2.

On the other hand, to

create the DEM control point data is required and different formats are allowed (Arc
ASCII DEM, ASCII array, Binary array, images, DXF, etc.). The imported point files
data are regrided to

VNS2 DEM

format.
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The vector data can be imported into

VNS2 using

DXF, Arc Shapefile, USGS ASCII or

S D TS DLG formats. The most useful format is Arc Shapefile due to embedded
attribute data can be imported, having the opportunity to assign components (i.e.
Ecosystems) to these vectors after the importation; otherwise the parameters might be
assigned individually to components.
Image Objects are images or image sequences, and they are used in

VNS2 for

Foliage

(pictures of trees, plants, etc.), colour maps (pictures to drape onto the terrain),
textures (pictures of the ground), celestial objects (sun, stars, etc.) and backgrounds.
The allowed image object files are: IFF, Targa, BMP, PICT, JPGE, TIFF, etc. Three
dimensional objects are also importable (Light Wave 3D, 3D Studio,

DXF and

Wavefront O BJ formats).

VNS2 organizes

the input data, loading and saving all the scene details and a part of the

input data in its own project files, which have an extension of ". proj". The project file
includes Components (effects) and their settings, the Database (where

VNS2 stores

the

vector data and DEM's and Image Object addresses paths), the interface arrangement
and preferences data. Some data (i.e. DEMs) is stored outside of the project file to
make data sharing possible with other projects and keep project size at reasonable
level. Some other preferences are stored as ". prefs" extension.
Created outputs are photorealistic pictures and animations, with a variable realism
depending on their inputs and mainly on the quantity of information they have to
handle.

VNS2,

apart from the usual visualization functions like sky features (clouds, sun, etc.),

foliage groups (trees, rocks, etc.), and etc. offers interesting

functionalities for

landscape rendering:
•

DEM related functions: editing, painting, change point height, tile for faster
rendering, different resolution DEMs merging, etc. Also DEM interpolation
tool is available to set the resolution.

•
•

Georeferenced: different coordinate system options, interactive ruler, etc.
Texture editor: The texture editor of VNS2 allows multiple options. Even though
the texture editor complexity, VNS2 predesigned textures can be used and edited
changing parameters and keeping the primary structural design, obtaining good
results. Some of these possible texture utilities:
o

Georeferenced images importation: Taking high resolution photos over the
visualized areas, might be possible to edit these images and drop them into
their exact location on the terrain, increasing in that way the visual realism
of the ground.

o

Pl anar images: Having aerial photos of the terrain, use them as a basis for
make a realistic texture of different land uses.

•

Vector editor: create new vector data to locate image objects.

•

Terrafector: creates terrain elevation changes to hold lakes, roads, etc.

•

Detail improvement tools: fractal depth (subdivision of the terrain polygons),
level-of-detail control (more detailed near the camera, less when is far), etc.
8

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tree location options: densities per polygon or per unit area (i.e. hectare) located
randomly according to the texture remapping functions. Also possible, having tree
location information to place tree-by-tree accurately.
Visual elements editor: Sky elements, Water , etc .
Vector guided rendering using thematic maps.
Dynamic linking between vectors and ecosystems using search queries .
Real world image obj ects importation: it is possible to edit a photography of a real
obj ect (i.e. trees, snags, etc.) into standard photo editor software, and setting a
black background, imported into VNS2 as image obj ect. In that way it is possible
to create a realistic image obj ects library with images of the study area easily and
without any especial software requirement.
Movies: different kinds of movies like stereo movies, panoramic, etc can be
created. It is also possible to make still videos with growing trees to show
forecasts at stand level, or other obj ects in movement.
Material locations into ecosystems: the materials and the containing foliage
obj ects (i.e. trees) involved in an ecosystem can be placed according to different
parameters (i.e. different kind of boulders can be located in a lake shore according
to the water depth) .
Foliage obj ect placement: obj ects can be located using rules of nature, which
places the obj ects according to the parameter settings (i.e. slope, height, etc .).
Instant data update: the data that guides the rendering (i.e. trees height per stand,
density, etc.) can be updated putting the new information into the original vector
table and restarting VNS2.
Create new ecosystems according to how the real countryside looks like, and the
possibility to store them into the VNS2 Galleries. In that way, new proj ects can be
made just importing new data and loading pre-made ecosystems.
Variable final render quality.

Onyx tree

The tree objects have been created using Onyx Computing's (www . onyxtree . com)
Onyx tree software . This program is a procedural tree generator for modelling and
rendering photorealistic trees. It has interesting qualities for working together with
VNS2:
•
Wide saving options: as parameter file (* .CON), image files (BMP, TGA) or 3D
model (3DS, C4D, DXF, FAC, LWO, OBJ, or W30 file)
•
Uses Parametric modelling technique
Due to the ample tree library of the software, tree creation initiation can be started using a
prebuilt tree and changing the settings to fit into our requirements.
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The inputs for Onyx tree are tree related parameters, and the parameter control interface
is divided into four categories:
•
Trunk and bough
•
Branch and twig
•
Volume
•
Foliage
In all the categories there are similar parameters like height, length, angle, curving,
density and twist, but there are also differences between those categories: On the trunk
and bough category the crown centre and the bottom height (first branch), on branch and
twig category length change, and on volume category trunk and branch width, colour and
mould. On the foliage category the needles colour is controlled as the other parameters.
All the parameters are controlled by sliders, and after any parameter is changed an image
of the tree is rendered.
The functionality offered by Onyx tree can be resumed in that way:
•
Sun lightning and shadow parameters: intensity, colour, angle, etc.
•
Chain saw tool: allows cutting off any part of the tree.
•
Background colour setting: good for VNS2 importing.
•
Preview rendering options for faster render.
3.-METHODS:
3.1. Data acquisition and processing

The used GIS data has mainly been acquired from the SLU university database. The
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for Sweden had been made by Lantmateriverket, with
5 0m resolution. Four DEM files have been used to cover the Backsj on estate and
surroundings.
The forest parameters data were obtained from the Backsj on estate forest management
plan. The management plan did not include all the data needed; consequently needed data
was estimated from the available data, using management tables. The initial available
parameters were:
•
Stand age
•
Site index
•
Percentages of total stem volume estimation by species.
The species stem density in the stands was set to be the same as the percentage of total
volume, and the stand height and density were estimated with stand age and the site
index. Site index tables were used for estimating the tree height in the forecast.
The first step was to make a digital map of the study area, using the stand-ID black and
white paper map as a basis. It was scann ed and digitalized in ArcGIS (GIS software
package by ESRI) . Afterwards the forest stand's data, in Excel format, was linked to the
stands. Other linear features like roads, rivers and electric lines were digitalized using the
10

Ricksj on estate general map. As the digital map over Backsjon was stored in a
Geodatabase (a new ArcGis storage format) as feature classes, it was necessary to convert
all the features into Shapefile (vector file in the ESRI shape configuration) format in
order to import it to the visualization software. All the stands data was imported into
Shapefile' s DBF format tables as well.
3.2.

Tree database creation

All the generic tree obj ects have been created using the Onyx tree software. The pre
modelled trees from the software ' s library have been used as a basis for the new trees
creation. Different digital photographs were used as models to get the right look of the
generic trees. The tree obj ect creation was divided in two different classes:
•
Young forest: up to two meters high.
•
Mature forest: over two meters high.
The generic tree obj ects have been saved as images with a black background (setting in
Onyx tree) before being imported into VNS2.
Digital photographs of trees were acquired by digital camera and edited in Adobe
Photoshop to set a black background in order to import into VNS2 . These tree image
obj ects were used in some image examples for the closest viewpoints.
3.3.

Visualization

The first step was to import the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files covering all the
area of the Backsj on estate . The Backsjon estate is located between two DEMs , but in
order to create a visual area wide enough to look realistic , two adjacent DEMs were
taken. The imported DEMs are files in the Swedish National Grid, map sheet s : 20
KNO, 20 KNV, 21 KSV and 20 KSO. There is two format options to import DEM' s :
Grid o r ASCII tables . Both ways were used, and both allow the option for tiling DEMs
into little pieces and setting the output resolution on the importing process . The fifty
meters resolution that this is the Swedish National Grid resolution, was judged enough
considering the realism and the render time . Owing to each DEM file was formed by
four layers , just the layers closest situated from the study area were enabled in the VNS
database .
When the DEM 's were imported and checked rendering a preview , the vector data was
imported : first the Backsj on estate stands polygon shapefile and then layers with the
lakes, roads and other linear features.
Once all the data need for the visualization was acquired, the configuration for rendering
was initialized. VNS can represent different vegetation types using real world image
objects or photorealistic models . Objects can be placed either individually on the
landscape or grouped together in associations called "ecotypes." Each ecotype consists
of groups of image object s , each with their own height range and density
specifications . VNS allows vector's attributes driven rendering for this object
11

parameters, using what they called "thematic maps" . The tree objects made on Onyx
tree were imported to the ecotypes together with the software's image objects .
Once the visualization project was created, the software's performance was analyzed .
Preview rendering was mainly used, instead of the final rendering mode, in order to
have faster results . The performance of VNS2 has been evaluated, taking in mind the
relation among the different parameters that affect rendering realism and their time
requirement. The satisfactory performance level according to the time requirements has
been fixed as maximum in 5 minutes, in order to been able to create instant forecasts for
forest related purposes. For most of the parameter analysis preview rendered has been
used. Time required for those renders are shown in tables and in comments below the
figures, and are for guidance only. Those are the analyzed parameters:
•
Fractal depth:
•
Digital Elevation Model
•
3D Objects
•
Image objects
•
Render mode (Size of the image)
•
Render quality (antialiasing quality)
The final image results are presented in photorealistic images and movies . The
photorealistic images were rendered in two different resolutions 720*480 and
2160*1450 pixels . The movies were made with a 500*332 pixels resolution, 25
seconds of length with 20 frames per second and using fractal maps with maximum
fractal depth of 3.
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4.-RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Tree database creation

At the beginning the trees were made using the default mode (without sun light) . Even
though their visual appearance was quite good the trees seem to be flat, being difficult to
distinguish each tree, decreasing in that way the realism of the images.

Fig.3: Tree image object made by Onyx tree package
taken as a model

Fig.4: Real world tree image

In a second step, the same trees were lighted using sun light tool in Onyx tree. Once those
trees were imported, a large improvement of the realism on the rendered images was
noticed.

Fig.5 and 6:

Lighted Onyx tree made trees ready to import into VNS2
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Real digital photographs of mainly Pinus sylvestris were taken and after processing, were
used to render some close view images, in order to check the potential use of this
technique in following visualization proj ects.

Fig.7,8 and 9:

Different steps of the processing From Real World Tree images tofinal importable image.

The Real photograph technique' s perform was considered successful and important in
order to develop an image database from the areas to analyze.
Even though the final renders with lighted Onyx tree obj ects was successful, it was
considered interesting for following visualization projects to create a more specific tree
image database, with several images per each age class.
4.2.

Performance

Fractal depth: VNS2 allows increasing the terrain detail, subdividing each polygon into
sub polygons by changing the fractal depth level, which increases by the power of four
each time. Higher fractal depth takes longer render time and sometimes is possible to be
close to this realism standard and get faster rendering, by decreasing the fractal depth and
using another capability of VNS2, bump intensity. The bump intensity increases the visual
roughness of the ground making it more natural looking.

The area used for the fractal depth study was a rock outcrop area with the understory
disabled in order to notice more clearly the visual differences in the DEM. Used
viewpoints were perspective and planimetric .
The rendering was made using different Fractal Depth (FD) intensities: 7 (maximum), 3
and 0 (minimum) . In the low intensity levels two different renders were made, with and
14

without Bump Intensity using the default texture with 100 % of intensity at 3 FD and
100%-500% of intensity at 0 FD.
Table 1: Time required for rendering on two viewpoints (Perspective: topograph ic, and Planimetric:
Nadir) and using different levels of Fractal Depth (0, 3 and 7) and Bump Intensity (BI at 0 and 100%) in
minutes and seconds. For guidance use only.

Perspective
Planimetric

Fractal Depth 0
0%BI
100%BI
0,20
0,20
0,10
0,10

Fractal Depth 3
0%BI
100%BI
1,00
1,00
0,10
0,10

Fractal Depth 7
O%BI
2,00
0,20

The increasing of Fractal Depth level has raised time requirements in this proj ect.
Decreasing from 7 to 3 the Fractal Depth level, the same image has been rendered in half
time, being more noticeable the reduction using the minimum fractal depth level (0). At
the same time the FD decrease involves less real renders. Even at the higher realism case,
the time requirements are less than the maximum fixed and the realism differences are
noticeable. When textures have been added the realism difference has shown more
clearly. The less detailed terrain has produced green areas in the figures below (jig.10)
due to the texture details are located overlapped on the same polygon. On the other hand,
higher ground detail renders (Figure 11) has not shown these unrealistic patches, owing
to the textures were placed at different location levels.

Figure 10

Figure 11

Planimetric viewpoint image with a middle level of Fractal Depth (3) and rock with lich en texture
ecosystem.
Fig.ll: Planimetric viewpoint image with th e maximum Fractal Depth (7) and the same texture ecosystem.
Fig.10:

The decrease of FD levels and using Bump Intensity default levels faster rendering and
quite good realism levels were achieved. Despite of this realism improve, and looking to
the time requirements, always below the 5 minutes, is easier and more real visually set
Fractal Depth instead of create Bump Intensity textures in the analyzed case. The using
of Bump Intensity might be helpful in case of low detail terrain data without active
Ecosystems was required.
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Figure 12
Fig.12:
Fig.13:

Figure 13

Rendered image with 0 level of Fractal Depth and 100% of Bump Intensity
Render image with 0 level of Fractal Depth , without Bump Intensity

The Fractal Depth level affects to the realism as well influencing how the stands borders
are shown guided by vectors and how the ecosystems are visualized (especially textures
as has been shown in previous figures) . Higher terrain detail (higher Fractal Depth)
involves more accurate fitting to the Ecosystems boundaries, which does not mean higher
visual realism owing to it depends to the Ecosystem resolution as well. The Ecosystems,
by default, have the same resolution as imported DEM ' s (50 meters in case study) . Using
the lowest terrain detail (Fractal Depth 0, 50* 50 meters cells divided into two polygons)
and default Ecosystem resolution a rough boundary definition was obtained (see figure
14), which was improved increasing the Ecosystem resolution to 5 meters getting closer
result to the real stands borders (see figure 1 5) and more natural images.

Figure 14

Figure 15

Image rendered from Nadir viewpoint with minimum Fractal Depth (0) and default resolution of 50
meters on forest ecosystem.
Fig.15: Image rendered from Nadir viewpoint with minimum Fractal Depth (0) and 5 meters of forest
ecosystem resolution.

Fig.14:

Even increasing the terrain detail increasing the Fractal Depth to the maximum (7) the
Ecosystem resolution keeps on the default mode of 5 0 meters. This produces rectangular
unreal stand borders (see figure 1 6) because the higher terrain detail makes possible to fit
accurately to the rough borders of the Ecosystem. Increasing the Ecosystems resolution to
5 meters (see figure 1 7) the best and more natural result was achieved.
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Figure 16

Figure 17

Image rendered from Nadir viewpoint with maximum Fractal Depth (7) and default resolution of
50 meters on forest ecosystem.
Fig 17: Image rendered from Nadir viewpoint with maximum Fractal Depth (7) and 5 meters of forest
ecosystem resolution
Fig 16:

Digital Elevation Model: The different levels of DEM resolution and the quantity of
DEMs to render influence the time required for the visualization. In this study 50 meters
resolution DEMs has been mainly used.

The original terrain information was processed in three different ways:
•
Original format: Each file was formed by 4 DEM layers (25*25 km) with a 50
meters resolution (called 4 Low Resolution successively) .
•
Tiled format: Each file was formed by 1 6 DEM layers ( 1 2, 5* 1 2 , 5 km) with a 50
meters resolution (called 16 Low Resolution successively) .
•
Higher resolution format: Each file was formed by 1 6 DEM layers too, but with a
25 meters resolution (called 1 6 High resolution successively) .
Diverse viewpoints were used in order to show images with different quantity of rendered
DEMs and in that way, test the relation between time requirements and rendered DEM ' s
surface. Due to the existence o f two different DEM sizes (original and tiled) the
information about the rendered surface is shown according to the smallest DEM layer,
which has 3 900 hectares of extension (called areas successively) .
The differences were noticed among the 5 0 and 25 meters resolution layers, but not
between the two DEM ' s extension (original size: 25*25 km and tiled format: 1 2 , 5* 1 2 , 5
km) . Theoretically the tiling should result in faster rendering, due to the extension to
render is smaller, but it was not noticed. Even though the rendered area on the tiled
version was sometimes the half or even a third p art, render times were equal for original
sized DEM and tiled ones.
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Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Image from viewpoint 1 with 12. 5-meter cell resolution DEM (16 High Resolution) , 16 areas.
Image from viewpoint 1 with 25-meter cell resolution DEM (4 Low Resolution) , 16 areas.
Fig.20: Image from viewpoint 2 with 12. 5-meter cell resolution DEM (16 High Resolution) , 16 areas.
Fig.21: Image from viewpoint 2 with 25-meter cell resolution DEM (4 Low Resolution) , 16 areas.
Fig.18:

Fig.19:

On most of the cases higher resolution terrain data has increased render time
requirements by a 25%. The exception has been the planimetric view (Nadir), where the
tree formats render time was similar (see table below).
Table 2: Time requirements in minutes and seconds for render images from different perspective
viewpoints and DEMs resolutions, with variable extension of the rendered area. Number of rendered areas
(3900 h ectares per area) on italics. For guidance use only.

4

Viewpoint 1
Viewpoint 2
Viewpoint 3

Low Resolution
4 areas/ 1 , 1 5
16 areas! 2,00
4 areas/ 0,30

16 Low Resolution
2 areas/1 ,20
5 areas/2,00
1 area/0,30

1 6 High Resolution
2 areas/ 1 ,50
5 areas/ 2,30
1 areal 0,30

In the study case data conditions, the DEMs resolution increasing it has been considered
not worthy, being more useful in terms of time requirements and easier management, to
increase the Fractal Depth level.
3D Objects: The number of 3D elements is one of most important parameters to
determine how long the render takes; an increment of 3D elements raises time
requirements.
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In general views it is recommendable to disable the 3D obj ects render in order to improve
the rendering speed without a noticeable realism or detail loses. On closer visualizations
those obj ects should be used carefully and located just in the view area. In images with
render times under 2 minutes, using 3D elements usually, the time requirements exceeds
by much the proposed limit of 5 minutes. B etween the figures using 2D and 3 D elements,
shown below, the increasing has been approximately half an hour.

Image created on preview mode from perspective viewpoint using exclusively 2D elements with
render time requirements below two minutes.

Figure 22:
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Image created on preview mode from perspective viewpoint using mainly 2D elements and as
3D elements only the boulders on th e lakeshore, with render time requirements above h alf an h our.

Figure 23:

Image created on preview mode from perspective viewpoint using exclusively 2D elements with
render time requirements below two minutes.

Figure 24:
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Image created on preview mode from perspective viewpoint using mainly 2D elements and as
3D elements only th e boulders on the lakeshore, with render time requirements above h alf an hour.

Figure 25:

For forestry-guided purposes, taking in mind the render time increasing that involves
their presence and that any element of the nature can be rendered like 2D obj ect with
good visual appearance, 3D elements has been considered dispensable.
Image Objects:

For testing the influence of the number of image obj ects (number of trees in this case) on
rendering, a 3 9 square kilometres DEM layer (3 900 ha) out of Backsjon was chosen. For
this purpose three different densities (50, 1 000 and 2500 stems/ha) were taken and
rendered in diverse ways:
•
Default rendering.
•
Image Obj ects Distance Dissolve ability enabled.
•
Image Obj ects fast load ability enabled.
Three different viewpoints were used, from an overhead view (viewpoint 1 ) to a
perspective view (viewpoint), going closer to the terrain each time.
Table 3 : Time for rendering in three viewpoints, going closer to the terrain each time, using Default render
and Image Object Distance Dissolve tool enabled modes and three densities: 50 stems/h ectare (195000
trees) , 1000 stems/hectare (3900000 trees) and 2500 stems/hectare (9750000 trees) in minutes and
seconds. For guidance use only.

Viewpoint 1
Viewpoint 2
Viewpoint 3

50 stems/ha
Default
Dissolve
0,22
0,22
0,20
0,20
0, 1 3
0, 1 3

1 000 stems/ha
Dissolve
Default
4, 1 7
4, 1 7
1 ,00
2, 1 8
1 ,00
1 ,00

2500 stems/ha
Dissolve
Default
9,45
9,45
4,30
2,00
2,00
2 , 00
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Higher Image Obj ect densities involve extra render time, as is shown in the table above.
The quantity of visible trees affects in the same way too.
The Image Objects Fast Load ability did not produce any noticeable improvement in
render speed, having the same time requirements as default mode. Just in higher densities
this mode was faster than the default one ( 1 5 seconds less, over 9,45 minutes) .
Image Obj ect Distance Dissolve ability saved time in most of the cases with a quite good
visual results. The default dissolve mode was used, settled in two pixels the dissolving
boundary. Overhead viewpoints are not recommendable for using the dissolving capacity
owing to all the trees are seen with the same size, that is why it dissolves no tree or all of
them (see figures 26 and 27) . This tool was found more useful in perspective views from
certain altitude, because in that case there are noticeable differences between closer and
further tree images.

Figure 26

Figure 27

Figure 28

Figure 29

Image taken from perspective viewpoint using Default render mode (Image Object Distance
Dissolve disabled) with 2500 stems/hectare density.
Figure 27: Image taken from perspective viewpoint using Image Object Distance Dissolve capability with
2500-stems/hectare density. Due to th e viewpoint h eight the trees were seen smaller than 2 pixels, that is
wh y all th e trees were dissolved into th e set colour.
Figure 28: Image taken from a viewpoint close to Overhead using Default render mode (Image Object
Distance Dissolve disabled) with 2500-stems/hectare density.
Figure 29: Image taken from a viewpoint close to Overhead using Image Object Distance Dissolve
capability with 2500-stems/h ectare density. At th e bottom of th e image th e trees were dissolved according
to the set colour or texture in that case.
Figure 26:
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Render mode: There are two main render modes: preview render and final render. The
final mode has multiple render options of output size, quality, which obj ects will render,
etc. Using the default preview and final renders, the visual quality of the final render is
better, and the time requirement is also higher. Usually the final render mode takes at
least two times longer for render the same image.

There is an option to make bigger previews (full screen images), but it takes two times
longer than the final default one.

Figure 30:

Image created using Final default render mode (40 of antialiasing, default mode) with
resolution. Render time: 2,45 minutes.

Figure 31:
pixels

Image created using Preview default render mode. Render time: 1 minute.

720*480
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Figure 32:

Image created using Final default render mode (40 of antialiasing, default mode) with
resolution. Render time: 4,II minutes.

Figure 33:
pixels

Image created using Preview default render mode. Render time: 2,08 minutes.

720*480

For immediate visualization of forecasts in forestry, normally the preview mode might be
enough. In spite of this, the final render can be made in most of the cases with time
requirements below 5 minutes.
The default final render size is 720*48 0 pixels, and increasing this size the time
requirements increase also. Using the default final render mode the time requirements
were around 5 minutes. Bigger sizes, like 2 1 60* 1 45 8 pixels required around 3 -4 hours.
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Bigger rendering was probed but due to the Memory Allocation Failure it was
impossible.
Render quality: The final render quality would be improved increasing the antialiasing
quality, which also increases the time requirement. The default render quality was 40 of
antialiasing (see figure 3 1 ) and another rendered image was created using 1 00 of
antialiasing (see figure 34) to compare. In the case study the visual quality was equal, and
the required time too

Figure 34: Image created

using Final render mode with 100 of antialiasing.

Other aspects: Apart of these parameters a faster rendering was noticed, usually about 3 0
seconds, when the image was rendered keeping the visualization window minimized. It
was noticed also, that the viewpoint has an effect on the render time requirements.
General views (generally taken from overhead, planimetric of high altitude planimetric
views) are the higher time demanding views. On the other hand, closer views takes less
time for rendering.
4.3. Image examples

On this section different rendered images are shown, actual situation visualization and
forecasted images. Different viewpoints and scales can be seen. Onyx tree made tree
obj ects have mainly been used, but images with real world tree objects are shown at the
end.
Ten stands with a common extension of 89 hectares were analyzed and a forecast for 3 0
years was made according t o the management plan proposals. Although during these 3 0
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years new management plans should be made, with other proposals that will affect to the
state of the stands, any other sylvicultural action was not supposed . For the clearcut area
plantation the previous species percentage was kept, and 2500 stems per hectare density
was supposed .

Figure 35:

Analyzed stands

The analyzed stands current and forecasted data is shown below.
Table 4: Current and forecasted stand's information with the sylvicultural taken actions; Height in meters
and Density in trees per h ectare.

2033

2003

Stand
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Height
0
23
24
19
24
13
19
12
18
14

Density
0
561
542
832
596
1 000
800
1 83 5
985
1 3 56

Height
11
25
26
22
9
19
22
15
21
17

Action
Density
2500
561
542
560
2500
1 000
560
1 1 93
690
1 356

Plantation
N o action
No action
Thinning (3 0%)
Final cut and Plantation
No action
Thinning (3 0%)
Thinning (3 5%)
Thinning (3 0%)
N o action
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Figure 36:

Figure 37:

Visualization of stand's current state.

Visualization of forecasted state. Year 2033.

Images shown below where taken in order to show the utility of visualization for
illustrating different future scenarios and make decisions consequently. Different thinning
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percentages were applied to the foreseen state (plantation of 2500 trees per hectare
keeping the same species percentage) of the actual clearcut stand of 5,3 hectare. The used
thinning intensities were: 1 5 , 30 and 45%. The images were taken with 720*480 pixels
resolution using overhead and perspective (north-south direction) viewpoints. In order to
show more clearly the stand situation and for getting faster renderings all the other
vectors were disabled. The information about stand density (general and per species) and
the tree outputs are shown below the figures.

Initial situation:

Density: 2500 tree per hectare.
Picea abies: 70%
Pinus sylvestris: 20%
Betula spp.: 1 0%
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After the thinning of 15%:

Density: 2 1 25 trees per hectare.
Outputs: 1 98 8 trees
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After the thinning of 30%:

Density: 1 750 trees per hectare.
Outputs: 3 975 trees.
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After a thinning of 45%:

Density: 1 3 75 trees per hectare.
Outputs: 5962 trees.

A selective thinning has been forecasted on the same stand as well. In 30 years, 2
selective thinnings with 3 0% of intensity were supposed. Just Picea Abies trees were
removed in order to increase the percentage of the other species. The images were taken
with 720*480 pixels resolution using overhead and perspective (south-north direction)
viewpoints. In order to show more clearly the stand situation and for getting faster
renderings all the other vectors were disabled. The information about stand density
(general and per species) and the tree outputs are shown below the figures.
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Initial state:

Density: 2500 trees per hectare.

Picea abies: 70%
Pinus sylvestris: 20%
Betula spp: 1 0%
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First thinning:

Density: 1 750 tree per hectare.

Picea abies: 57%
Pinus sylvestris: 28%
Betula spp: 1 5%
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Second thinning:

Density: 1 225 tree per hectare.

Picea abies: 3 9%
Pinus sylvestris: 4 1 %
Betula spp: 20%

Real world trees images were used as an example to demonstrate the possibilities of this
technique to create realistic image obj ects and show the level of realism obtained in close
views compared with the Onyx tree made images. Even though the visual realism is good,
the improvement margin has been considered large. Besides this, the huge possibilities to
create all kind of image obj ects (trees, rocks, etc .) makes this technique very interesting
for image obj ects database creation and to apply in next visualization proj ects.
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Image created using perspective viewpoint with real world trees after their edition and
importation to VNS2.

Figure 38:

The movies were made using Fractal Maps as the software information recommends.
Even though the instability shown by the software creating Fractal Maps and consecutive
gaps on the rendered DEMs, the final result was successful as for show a general
overview of the estate combining with the still image s. The movies were created with
500*333 pixels resolution default camera mode in AVI format using MPEG 4
compression. A stereo movie was made as well.
For movies and more images, see annex 3 .

4.4. Possibilities and limitations
The possibilities and limitations of the VNS2 and Onyx tree software packages will be
commented separately but having in mind their combined use.
The possibilities will be related with the utility of the commented softwares, for forest
related purposes and questions not analyzed on this study but considered possible to
make or at least interesting to analyze. On the other hand, the limitations will be related
mainly with the time and visual realism requirements.

Onyx tree
•

Possibilities: Makes possible to create all the necessary arboreal vegetation (trees
and bushes) for VNS2 visualization proj ects. Even though 2D images were used
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mainly on this project might be interesting to make renderings on VNS2 using this
3D image obj ects.
•

Limitations: A texture editor was missed . Owing to this lack, mainly the trunk of
the trees shows very poor realism, which might be a problem on close views.
Forestry-guided uses require more general views, or at least over stand views, and
on these general views the performance of Onyx tree made image obj ects was
successful, especially when the sunlight tool was used .

Other limitation, which is related with the possible use of 3D tree models into
VNS2, is the large file size of these Onyx tree made elements and the huge time
requirements it involves. VNS2 contain 3D elements (i.e. boulders) that are
composed of approximately 2 1 1 2 polygons, when the Onyx 3D trees have
1 1 936 1 0 initially and 89008 after minimizing (40 times bigger) .
VNS2
•

Possibilities: The utility of the software depends mainly on the scale of the
visualization, even though the utilities are not strictly limited to specific
visualization scales. Visualisation could be discussed in relation to three main
visual scales: Landscape level, Stand level and Plot level. Due to that landscape
level visualization involves large areas (from an estate to a county) at low detail,
the software ' s capability to drape remotely sensed data images over a digital
terrain model is useful. The visualization at landscape level provides an overview
of the study area; illustrating properties of remotely sensed data and giving a
general idea of the land cover structure.

Visualizations at the landscape and stand levels are useful for communicating the
general structure of land cover patterns or land cover change, and consequently
the visual impact of different sylvicultural actions. This level of visualization is
the more interesting for forestry related purposes, owing to the estate is the level
of decision and the capability for visualizing the whole estate (i.e. 1 000 hectare as
in the case study) provides a great advantage in order to illustrate the forecasted
results of the actions proposed on the management plan or to show different
alternative actions. Spatial analysis is becoming widely used in many aspects of
ecological assessment and resource management on forest environments. Tables
can show differences representing change in forest landscapes, but for indicating
levels of change produced by biotic (pests, etc.) or abiotic (human activities like
thinning, clearcut, etc.) variables, using the visualization the information is
offering a more accessible way for forest managers, authorities and the public .
The improvement communicating this information influences the decision
making, making it easier
The plot level visualization shows the specific structural characteristics of a
particular forest plot. More precise changes in forest composition and structure
can be shown at this scale, due to the capability for describe relative position and
size of individual trees and other landscape components.
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Summarizing, the visualization is the easiest way for communicate information
about forest visual aspects with all the potentiality that involves.
•

Limitations: The main limitations of the software are related with the 3D obj ects
render time requirements. Even at low densities takes too long, being not useful
for quick visualizations. It would be interesting to provide VNS2 with a 3D
elements distance dissolve tool (like for Image Obj ects) in order to render just the
visible 3D obj ects.

The software has shown some instability: loss of data, DEM importation problems
especially with the coordinate system recognition, projects crushes, etc. Due to
this, it would be useful to have the option to save the settings out of the proj ect, in
order to reimport if the proj ect crushes saving time in that way.
It is also a bit problematic to make changes in the shapefile tabular data, owing to
that it is in DBF format and has to be edited into an Excel format with the
consequent format conflict. To update the data it is necessary to restart VNS2. The
update sometimes has created problems due to the stand data (tree height, density
and species percentage) was reimported twice: the old data and the update one.
This duplicity of information affects to the consequent render, and the created
final image was rendered according to the old data. This problem was resolved
disabling or removing the old data vectors.
When forest parameters data is updated the trees are relocated, producing images
with different tree locations. Due to this to make realistic forest cover changes
tree location data is required.
Even though the texture editor is fine, a capability to create transparent textures to
use in electric lines, or fire lanes was missed.
A limitation was encountered attempting to save different viewpoints using the
same camera. Using key frames was possible to save viewpoints and render
chosen previews, but it was impossible to render the chosen final viewpoint
images, just the first one was rendered.
Even though is possible to make growing trees video forecasts, this is limited at a
stand level, owing to is just possible to apply animation operations to maximum
height, but not to the thematic maps. It would be interesting for forest guided uses
to equip the VNS next versions with the capability to link somehow the animation
operations and the thematic operations. In that way will be possible to create still
forecast videos. It might be possible making large number of forecasted render
images (i.e. every year) and after that use a video player with frame sequence
capability.
Another limitation was found in the diagnostic data window. This tool allows
seeing, clicking on the rendered image, some information about the chosen image
area: slope, longitude, latitude, component (which ecosystem is), etc. It might be
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interesting to be able to see more information, especially information about the
forest parameters on the stands: height, density, etc.
Fractal Maps creation has been conflictive, due to its instability. It was difficult
the creation of complete fractal maps, causing gaps in the DEMs during the
movies.
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4. -CONCLUSIONS

This study verifies the validity of 3D computer visualizations for illustrating forest cover
forecasts and future scenarios due to alternative actions. The obj ective of render large
forest areas with reasonable time requirements, high visual realism and using actual GIS
datasets was fulfilled, validating the usefulness of VNS2 for forestry related purposes,
especially at the estate level. Even though at the beginning the use of 3D elements was
supposed, finally has been demonstrated that 2D elements exclusive use provides better
time/realism balance.
The ability of better communication that provides the visualization could benefit any kind
of forest related data presentation: forest management plans, forest modelling, remote
sensing based research resulting in forest compositional or structural classification,
ecological studies about diverse impacts, or landscape management.
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ANNEX 1 : Step by step tutorial.

This tutorial is directed to show how to make a vector guided rendering with VNS2, and
especially how to make it to visualize forest stands. That is why all the tutorial examples
are related with the forest Ecosystem 's overstory (trees). If some difficulties have been
founded with the terminology, have a look in Annex 2: Glossary.
When you will open VNS2 program, it will show a window that is possible to follow in
order to start a new proj ect. Using this option the proj ect parameters (ground, sky, etc. )
will b e chosen. Another option i s to close this first window and fiie-7 new. When the new
proj ect will be created&saved the program will make you an offer to import data.
Required data and importation to VNS: The essential data is the Digital Elevation
Model (DEM), and for normal uses it is usually enough with 50m DEM ' s (the Swedish
National Grid resolution) . There are different file formats accepted by VNS, among those
the ESRI ones: Arc ASCII Array, Arc Grid or Arc Export Grid. The first two formats
were used and their performance was similar. In the National Swedish Grid there are
eight different files into every area file; any of those ". adf' format might be used. Arc
ASCII Array files' importing was found simpler considering that there is j ust one file per
area.

The next data requirement will be vector data. It can be imported using different file
formats as well, but the most common is the Arc Shapefile. The essential tabular data
related with the Shapefile must be:
•
Tree height
•
Tree density
In case there is more than one specie, percentage or absolute density values per specie
will be needed. It has been necessary in our proj ect to introduce a column in the table,
specifying the ecosystem (i.e. forest, marsh, water, etc .)
Last, the tree obj ect images are wanted. Although the software package is provided with
an extensive image obj ect library, tree image creation software has been used. VNS
allows different image file formats: IFF, Targa, BMP, PICT, JPEG, TIFF, etc.
More data might be imported later using the "import wizard"JI . The DEM import
process is easily done following wizard instructions. On the other hand, vector data
imports require better understanding of the data and the how we are going to use it. On
the third window we will see is important to check the Reimport when project loads
box, in order to update automatically the changes we will make on vector data (i.e. a new
clearcut area, change the height and density values to zero) . On the fifth window the
Conform to the terrain box will be checked.
The first Database Fields window is for Attributes. The next "request windows" will
depend on your choices in the last Attributes window. The wanted Attributes are in our
case the Ecosystem type, ECOS (forest, marsh, rocks, etc.), the tree DENSITY, tree
HEIGHT and the different species percentage of total density: GRAN, TALL, and
LOV.
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The second Database Fields window is for layers. As the Ecosystem type, ECOS is a
group identifier we will choose it as a layer.
The last Database Fields window is for ID-Name, so we should choose one value
identifier. In our case we have chosen ID (stand ID) .
Ecosystems creation: Once we have all the necessary data imported, we will start
creating Ecosystems, which is defined as concrete type of land cover (forest, marsh,

rocks, etc.). First of all, the land cover task mode
will be activated. Then right-click
and add component of this type. After that, go to material&foliage tab and create
ecotypes making a click: Overstory ecotype for trees and Understory for the rest of
obj ects (i.e. bushes, rocks, etc.).This will be made for all the different vector data
ecosystems.
Ecotypes creation: On the ecotypes editor all the tabs will be checked and some
corrections made:
•
General tab : Absolute height and density there will continuous being in
Ecotype. The density will be changed to per unit area (Hectare).
•
Ecotype tab: Ecotype height and density will be guided stand-by-stand
using thematic maps (see Thematic maps) .
•

•

Groups tab : Foliage groups will b e added ..•� , if is an overstory-7 different
tree species, one foliage group per specie. Thematic maps will be made for
group density, in that way every stand will have a concrete percentage of
the total density per specie, specified on the vector tabular data (i.e. 20%
Pinus sylvestris and 80% Picea abies of total density: 1 500 stemslha).
Objects tab: Foliage obj ects will be added .•�. Then, using Search new
object located in the dropdown list, the wanted image will be imported
from the disk. Every foliage group should have more than at least two
foliage obj ects.

Ecosystems linkage: Once the different ecosystems and ecotypes are made, ecosystems
will be linked to the vector data polygons (i.e. stands) in order to visualize their attributes.
As an example, on the forest ecosystem editor (double click on the wanted ecosystem
icon), general tab, on the Dynamic link dropdown list chose New search query. Then, the
search query window will appear and selected filter tab will be selected. After that, on
Attribute field dropdown list the proper attribute will be chosen, in our proj ect ECOS,
and after checking the equal (=) box, write the elected value (forest) on to the value box.
Thematic maps: Once the ecosystems are linked, tum back to the ecotype edition
window (ecosystem�material&foliage tab� edit ecotype: overstory or understory), and
ecosystem' s height and density will be rendered according to these parameters data using
the thematic maps. For both parameters, click create thematic maps icon.Sli!l. On the
general tab of the editor, choose the dynamic link on the dropdown list (ECOS in our
case). Then, on the data tab, on the data channel dropdown list select the appropriate
channel: height or density. To rendered the partial densities of the different species, the
same procedure will be made but creating a thematic map on groups tab, Group density
(% of ecotype).
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ANNEX 2 : Glo ssary

Some of the VNS 2tenns used profusely during the report are explained below:
Ecosystem: On VNS 2 ecosystem is used to describe one type of land cover: forest,
tundra, marsh, roads, etc. Each ecosystem is divided into 2 Ecotypes: Overstory and
Understory.
Ecotype: Image obj ects group collection into Ecosystems.
Foliage obj ects: Image obj ects of whatever individual obj ect rendered into VNS 2, i.e.
trees, bushes, sun, etc .
Foliage groups: Group formed by foliage obj ects of the same characteristics (i.e. tree
species, bushes group, rocks, etc).
Overstory: Up level Ecotype (i.e. trees) organized in foliage groups.
Terraffector: Linear or areal displacement effects of VNS 2 applied linked to a vector.
Allows to create roads, stream beds, lake beds, mountains, etc.
Thematic maps: Tool that allows to control VNS 2 parameters (i.e. tree height, density,
etc.) automatically using attribute values from Shapefila File data.
Understory: Down level Ecotype (i. e. bushes, small plants, etc.) organized in foliage
groups
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ANNEX 3 : Images.
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ANNEX 4 : CD-Rom.

This CD-Rom contains Tree Image Obj ects (Onyx tree made and photo edited), final
render images of some areas of Backsj on, and movies.
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